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Chapter 11

Monitoring and 

Reporting on Risk





Board Risk Oversight

• Boards responsible for

– Overseeing overall risk management effort

– Ensuring that there is a working risk management 
planning process, managers are working on plan, 
and risk management decisions carried out.

– Overarching guidance regarding organization’s risk 
profile and providing tools necessary to manage 
risk



Board Risk Oversight



Board Risk Oversight

• Regulatory response to required oversight of 
risk management
– Dodd-Frank Act

– SEC Rule 33-9089

– UK Corporate Governance Code

– European Systemic Risk Board

• Non Govt. Requirements
– New York Stock Exchange principles for Board 

governance

– Standard and Poors



Risk Management Reporting

• Each organization needs to customize risk 
management oversight to its own needs

• Various methods of reporting

– Special committee

– Risk Committee

– Audit Committee

• Creation of CRO position to oversee reporting

• UC has Compliance, Ethics, Risk Committees 
(CERC)





Board Risk Committee
• Common principles of a Risk Committee

– Ensure that risk management process is in place at all 
levels of the organization and that the risk 
management process is being adhered to

– Identifying and quantifying risks within the organization

– Defining the organization’s risk appetite and tolerance

– Prioritizing the selection of risks to determine those 
that should be retained within the organization and 
those that should be reduced, eliminated, or 
transferred.



Audit vs. Risk Committee and CRO

• Risk Committee
– focus is on setting new and appropriate standards and evaluating the 

existing standards
– Risk Committee creates policy

• Audit Committee
– focus is on compliance with existing standards
– Audit Committee assesses policy adherence

• Chief Risk Officer (CRO)
– C Suite executive in charge of risk management throughout an 

organization
– Typically has direct line authority over a RM Department and indirect 

over risk management process in other line units
– Typically reports to Board and Chair of Risk Committee
– If no CRO, typically a CFO would take on duties



Transparency and Clear 
Communications

• Open and constructive communication 
between board and management is essential

– NYSE governing principles suggest that the board 
and management should have “Constructive 
Tension” 

– Essentially means that the Board should question 
management in a respectful way



Internal Audit
• Purpose of Audit Committee

– Assess the organization’s compliance with legal and 
regulatory requirements and its financial reporting 
systems

– Often include some risk management aspects as part 
of oversight

• Formal Reports
– Sarbanes-Oxley Act to report on operational risk and 

adequacy of internal controls to monitor risks
• CEO and CFO must certify

– Annual financial reports with internal and external 
auditors

• Informal Reports
– Reports on internal guidelines



Internal Controls Support to 
Risk Monitoring

• Internal Controls

– All systems and processes that an organization 
uses to achieve its operational goals, internal and 
external financial reporting goals, and legal and 
regulatory compliance goals.

– Purpose of internal controls is to maximize the 
effectiveness of the organization by providing a 
mechanism to define and monitor objectives



Purpose of Internal Controls





Internal Control Components



Internal Controls Within the 
Organizational Environment

• Board Responsibilities
– Establish risk management profile and risk tolerance
– Sets policy and assigns responsibility for implementing
– Oversees implementation with high-level internal controls

• Management Responsibilities
– Establishes effective internal controls for monitoring risk.
– Lower level internal controls must support higher level controls

• Employee Responsibilities
– Participate in internal control process
– Suggest improvements and report breaches

• Auditor Responsibilities
– Monitor compliance with internal control systems
– Recommend new internal control processes and standards if found inadequate



Internal Controls Within the 
Organizational Environment



Internal Control Techniques

• Hard controls

– Tangible items that are easy to audit

– Checklists, corporate polices, physical controls

• Soft Controls

– Intangibles that deal with people’s attitudes or 
beliefs

– Core values, ethics, risk management philosophy

• Measured through employee questionnaire or 
perception survey



Benefits and Limitations of 
Risk Monitoring

• Benefits
– Can detect risks while still small and manageable

– Effective system of risk assessment can build internal 
control systems to help identify emerging risks

• Limitations
– Cannot identify every risk in existence

– May not detect emerging risk before problems are 
created

– People tend to hide problems and deliberate fraud 
and employee dishonesty are difficult to detect.



Internal Audit Support to Risk 
Monitoring

• Internal Audit Department
– Independent department within an organization that 

evaluates how well an organization is achieving its 
business objectives

– Employees of organization, but independent of 
management

• Functions
– Main functions are evaluation and assessment of 

processes and systems
– Internal audit validates that internal controls are in 

place, functioning, and meeting design objectives
– Identifies potential weaknesses



Benefits to Organization

• Ensures that financial reports are accurate and 
that appropriate risk disclosures reported.

– Report Assurance

• Internal Audit provide assurance that reports are 
accurate and that internal controls are in place to 
ensure accuracy

– Report Certification

• External auditor may be required to certify that 
financial statements represent a true and fair view of 
an organizations financial situation



Risk Management and Internal Audit

• Risk Management and Internal Audit are separate 
by complementary functions

• Risk Management
– Identifies and prioritizes risk
– Design plans to meet RM objectives and design 

internal controls to manage risk

• Internal Auditor
– Responsible for auditing internal controls 

implemented by risk management team
– Evaluate effectiveness
– Look for new risks that might have been overlooked





Risk-Based Auditing

• Risk Based auditing prioritizes limited internal 
audit resources in areas that pose the greatest 
risk to organization.
– Successful Risk based auditing focuses on three 

principles
• Audit to business objectives

• Focus on materiality of the risk
– Systems and processes that pose the greatest threat to 

organization

• Identify the threats to achievement of the business 
goals and objectives



Risk Assurance to Evaluate Risk 
Management Performance

• Risk assurance is the 
level of confidence in the 
effectiveness of the 
organization’s risk 
management culture, 
practices, and 
procedures.

• Control Risk Self-
Assessment Model
– Relies on RM assessment 

from business unit 
managers and 
employees





Control Risk Self-Assessment

• Process in which managers perform an annual 
self-audit of the risk assurance in their own area 
of responsibility.

• Purpose is to evaluate effectiveness of business 
process

• Focuses on business objectives and threats to 
meeting those objectives
– Helps managers better understand their risks
– Identifies strengths that could be exploited

• Does not replace internal audit, but is a 
supplement





Risk Management 
Monitoring and Reporting

• What Gets measured get managed

• Key elements for RM monitoring and reporting
– Risk reports with essential information to manage 

strategic, financial, and operational risks needs to be 
directed to appropriate people

– Data should be aggregated from lowest level as it 
flows up to the board

– Information must be appropriate, actionable, and easy 
to read at every stage of reporting hierarchy



Risk Reporting

• Reports include risk response plans, financial 
reports, and incident reports

• Characteristics
– Should focus on key risk indicators with objective 

measurements

– Show trends, comparative measures, and compliance 
with standards

– Include both internal and external data

• Functionality
– Focused on business objectives



Managing Data

• Integrated vs. Silo Reporting
– Data should be integrated from other 

departments to show a complete picture of risk

– But should show how individual departments are 
affected

• Quantitative vs. Qualitative Data
– Numbers are important, but they need to be 

explained



Report Formats

• Best Concepts
– Drill down capability which allows user to view data at 

increasing levels of detail
– Current and updatable information, so that the user knows what 

is happening right now
– Room for analysis and commentary from the users at each level 

so that additional data can be shared

• Dashboard
– Allow people to see trends and include drill-down functions

• Scorecard
– Provides measurements against a set of specific objectives
















